
Add On Order Policy Update  

Additional players added to Roster once production begins is considered an ADD 
ON ORDER. We suggest accounting for Sub Players and Add On players when 
placing the original order. Add On Orders will always follow the same lead times 
as regular order. 

Add on orders if ordering less than 10 of each item do not qualify for discounted 
pricing and will receive Regular Pricing as noted below. Add On orders require a 
minimum of 3pcs total to place an add on order. This can be 3 pcs of any item 
from original order. 

Platinum Package Add On Orders with Bags- Sub Series Basketball Back Packs 
require a minimum of 10 pcs on any order. No add on orders less than 10 are 
allowed. Please keep this in mind when placing your original order. 

Add On Order Frequency Restrictions- In the past we have always done our best 
to allow as many add on orders as needed. Unfortunately, this policy leaves the 
potential for orders to be excessively placed causing many disruptions and 
inefficiencies in manufacturing. Beginning on 9/1/2021 our policy is no add on 
order can be accepted until the current order is shipped and received by 
customer.  If you place an order with us, you cannot place another add on order 
until the first order or previous add on order is received. This new policy allows us 
to maintain our competitive pricing, improve lead times and numerous other 
benefits. Again, we highly encourage you to account for sub players and 
additional players on your original order to the best of your ability and always 
consider the add on frequency restriction as well when placing your add on 
orders.  
 
Regular Pricing as Follows: 

• Single $54.99 each 
• Compression Shirt $44.99 each 
• Performance TShirt $39.99 each 
• Hoodie $49.99 each 
• Fight Shorts $44.99 each 
• Full Zip Warmup Jacket $52 each 
• Warmup Pant $44.99 each 


